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INT. CAR

[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÂĂŤ}INTOPREAMBLE]

DAWN:

A CAR carrying MATTIEL and

her BAND MEMBERS is on an

early morning drive. MATTIEL

rides in the front passenger

seat, wearing her personal

version of STREET CLOTHES

and a pair of translucent SUN

GLASSES. She sips on TEA in a

WHITE TRAVEL MUG, the PAPER

TAG hangs on its STRING from

the lip of the mug.

We hear the SOUNDS of the

CAR on the ROAD, the DRIVER’S

GRIP on the STEERING WHEEL

as he turns. One BAND MEMBER

in the BACK SEAT SCRATCHES

his FACE, and then reaches

his HAND forward as if to

ask her a question. But the

other BAND MEMBER in the back

silently stops him by placing

a HAND on the EXTENDED ARM

and shakes his HEAD. The

MEMBER with the question

realizes his near error:

he pulls his HAND back and

SETTLES into the SEAT.

No one speaks. MATTIEL seems

almost aloof, but really she

is reserved and focused with

intention at the task around

the bend, like an athlete

getting "in the zone" before

a concerted effort.

The DRIVER sips his

COFFEE. His MOVEMENTS are

SELF-ASSURED and MEASURED.

STEAM lifts in front of his

SUNGLASSES. He flips on the

TURN SIGNAL and directs the

car into the ENTRANCE to an

enormous CONCRETE FACTORY.

GRAVEL beneath the TIRES

GRINDS as the CAR stops. The

DRIVER keeps the ENGINE on

IDLE.
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EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE LOT -

EARLY MORNING:

MATTIEL ROLLS DOWN the

WINDOW and surveys the

expansive FACTORY. The

RISING SUN reveals the

shapes and silhouettes:

MASSIVE SILOS loom. STEEL

CONDUIT criss-cross around

the facility. TRAINTRACKS

run through the middle of

the FACTORY CAMPUS, which is

surrounded by green growth.

She breathes in a moment of

PAUSE before DOWNING the rest

of her TEA, then places the

MUG in the CUP HOLDER. She

UNBUCKLES, OPENS the DOOR.

One BAND MEMBER gets out of

the CAR and gets into the

FRONT SEAT while MATTIEL

walks around to the TRUNK,

where she retrieves a DUFFLE

BAG.

MATTIEL walks up to the OPEN

PASSENGER WINDOW with the

DUFFLE STRAP slung over her

SHOULDER.

MATTIEL

(looking into the car)

Thanks. I’ll see you guys later.

The BAND MEMBER in the

FRONT PASSENGER SEAT looks

concerned, but with an

expression that reveals he

knows what she is about to do

is necessary. The CAR drives

away and MATTIEL is left by

herself in the LOT facing the

FACTORY with a look of cool

determination. The sound of

STEADY FOOTSTEPS sets the

rhythm of her advance toward

the ENTRANCE.
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INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - EARLY MORNING:

The DULL FACTORY SOUNDS seem

MUTED in favor of MATTIEL’s

steps. We only see her

walking FEET as she moves on

the SLOTTED STEEL flooring.

Once she stops, the DUFFEL

bag drops to the floor next

to her shoes with an echoing

PLOP.

MATTIEL’S STREET CLOTHING

falls to the FLOOR, garment

by garment. The sounds of

BODY PARTS moving through

FABRIC are evident. A FOOT

emerges from a PANT LEG. A

HAND pops out of a SLEEVE.

BOOT LACES are drawn tight

and tied. FINGERS fasten

BUTTONS and pull zippers.

She’s now wearing a ONE-PIECE

MECHANIC’S SUIT and WORKER’s

VEST and makes EYE CONTACT

with the VIEWER once her

OUTFIT is fully buttoned. She

places a YELLOW-GREEN HARDHAT

on her head and slides on a

pair of SAFETY GLASSES.

We see a PUNCH-IN CLOCK. A

TIME CARD slides in, getting

its STARTING MARK for the

day.

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE GREEN

CONTROL ROOM - EARLY MORNING :

MATTIEL sits down at a large,

vintage-looking GREEN CONTROL

PANEL, askew to the panel

itself.

(the first notes of the song begin to

play at the moment she sits down)
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A BEIGE PHONE jostles when it

RINGS. MATTIEL picks up and

answers.

MATTIEL

(into the phone)

Oh sure... Yeah... Uh-huh.

(beat)

No problem, I can do that.

MATTIEL hangs up the PHONE.

HANDS work the CONSOLE

CONTROLS, flipping SWITCHES,

turning KNOBS with practiced

certainty but with the grace

of in-the-moment inspiration.

Her EYES are sharp and

narrowed, paying close detail

to every micro-arrangement

she’s making.

(00:13 [song timestamp] -- drum beat

kicks in, the song’s drive builds)

MATTIEL turns from the desk

while she sings the first

lines of the song, and gets

up -- walking closer to the

viewer. THREE FIGURES in

bright GREEN-YELLOW BODYSUITS

and matching HARDHATS rush to

the CONTROL PANEL to take

over where she left off.

She pulls a CLILPBOARD from

OFFSCREEN. Looks over her

SHOULDER and makes a few

CHECK MARKS.

MATTIEL

(00:26)

Just what did I get into here walking

on this floor?

I thought it started as a daydream but

I’m not dreaming anymore

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - EARLY MORNING:

MATTIEL STRUTS into the OPEN

EXPANSE of the FACTORY. MEN

in FACTORY VESTS and HARDHATS

look on with GAPING MAWS

before her poised command

of the industrial arena.

MATTIEL

(00:40)

And it’s the expectation, making or

breaking, giving me a heart attack

She hands the CLIPBOARD to

one of the WORKERS, then

pulls a LARGE LEVER in front

of them.

MATTIEL

And in twenty years’ time will it all

be mine

Or will I wish that I could take it

back
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INT. ARGOS CONCRETE TRAIN AREA

- MID MORNING:

Then she’s in front of a

train car that is being

barrel-rolled in the

background. SHE and the ROOM

appear to turn 360 degrees

while the train seems to stay

in place.

MATTIEL

(00:55)

When I throw my weight

I never throw it crooked

I always throw it straight

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE

WHITE-ON-WHITE OUTDOOR

PRACTICE STAGE - MID MORNING:

MATTIEL is suddenly outdoors

on her practice stage,

singing into a WHITE

MICROPHONE with a WHITE

CABLE. Tall WHITE SPEAKERS

frame her figure in the

throughs of performance.

A MODEL SKELETON wearing

HEADPHONES is also on stage.

MATTIEL

(1:09)

And I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE WALKWAYS

NEAR SILOS - LATE MORNING:

MATTIEL walks and dances

along steel bridges adjacent

to the SILOS.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE YARD -

LATE MORNING:

Our HERO is using a SPADE

SHOVEL to dig into the DIRT,

making quick progress with

some evident strain. She

WIPES her BROW. After a

couple of lines, she STABS

the SHOVEL into the GROUND

and steps away. One of the

BODYSUIT FIGURES takes over

the digging with matched

enthusiasm.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind

I’ve wasted all my time
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INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - MIDDAY:

MATTIEL PULLS on a long CHAIN

and progresses forward. A

series of YELLOW CONES are in

her way, and she deftly kicks

them aside, one-by-one, in

time to the tune.

MATTIEL

(1:34)

Just what did I get into here tripping

on my thoughts

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE LUNCH ROOM

- MIDDAY:

At a lunch table, MATTIEL

is cutting up a MEAL. Her

HARDHAT is placed in front of

her TRAY of FOOD. She forks a

MORSEL and brings it up near

her MOUTH while she sings.

MATTIEL

If I could think of something better I

promise I’d give it all I got.

We now see that the BODYSUIT

FIGURES are there too,

sitting next to her, with

their HARDHATS arranged on

the table just like hers.

She notices that two of them

are in the same posture as

she is, ready to eat, but

one is still struggling to

cut the food and is using

only the side of their FORK.

She causally nudges the

KNIFE that’s set at the

figure’s place. The FIGURE

cuts the food quickly and

forks the MORSEL, and then

matches everyone else’s pose.

ALL FOUR eat their BITES

simultaneously.

MATTIEL

(1:47)

And it’s the expectation, making or

breaking, giving me a heart attack

And in twenty years’ time will it all

be mine

Or will I wish that I could take it all

back?

EXT. WHITE-ON-WHITE OUTDOOR

PRACTICE STAGE - EARLY

AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL is on her PRACTICE

STAGE again, performing.

MATTIEL

(2:03)

When I throw my weight
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WHITE SMOKE begins pouring

from the TALL SPEAKERS.

MATTIEL

I never throw it crooked

I always throw it straight.

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - EARLY AFTERNOON:

Back inside, MATTIEL dances

and walks through the FACTORY

with abandon.

MATTIEL

(2:17)

And I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind.

MATTIEL lies casually on a

moving conveyor

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time.

Small WIND-UP SKELETON TOYS

dance in unison in the

foreground, while MATTIEL

dances in the background,

emulating their size and

movements.

MATTIEL

(2:29)

When I throw my weight

I never throw it crooked

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE

WHITE-ON-WHITE OUTDOOR

PRACTICE STAGE - AFTERNOON:

On stage again, MATTIEL is

really putting a lot into

her performance. HAIR whips

around and the color of the

BILLOWING SMOKE changes from

WHITE to YELLOW.

MATTIEL

I always throw it straight

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - AFTERNOON:

Back inside, MATTIEL floats

from the floor and surveys

the work being done in the

distance.

MATTIEL

(2:42)

Your eyes like a faucet

No matter how you toss it.

WORKERS look on from below,

the rate of their own

work and the level of the

enthusiasm increases.

MATTIEL

You made it to the end of the game

Pack up your razor
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EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE SILOS -

AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL has made it to the

top of the silos to sing and

twirl.

MATTIEL

Don’t do any favors

You can just keep the change

You can just keep the ...

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - LATE AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL’s BOOTS touch the

FLOOR.

MATTIEL

... chaaaaaaaAAAAAAaaaaaannge

Her EYES scan the area. She

approaches the WORKER with

the CLIPBOARD. She takes it

back, looks over it and nods,

then adds a few of her own

CHECK MARKS before handing it

back.

[music only w/o drums from 3:03-3:14;

drums kick in again at 3:15]

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE

WHITE-ON-WHITE OUTDOOR

PRACTICE STAGE - LATE

AFTERNOON:

When the DRUMBEAT begins

again, we are back out on

the practice stage, where the

SMOKE has gone from YELLOW to

PINK.

MATTIEL

(3:17)

And I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE GREEN

CONTROL ROOM - LATE AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL sings into the BEIGE

TELEPHONE RECEIVER while the

BODYSUIT FIGURES make final

adjustments to the controls.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind
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INT. ARGOS CONGRETE FACTORY

FLOOR - LATE AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL shimmys around the

FACTORY CORRIDORS, noticing

everything run better than it

has before. She doesn’t need

to address anyone, and simply

enjoys the well-functioning

MACHINERY and WORKERS, all

operating to her well-laid

specifications. She wears

LARGE GREEN HANDS, moving

around as if CONDUCTING an

industrial symphony.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

Don’t pay me any mind

The BODYSUIT FIGURES mirror

her movements as she dances

through the FACTORY. One

BODYSUIT FIGURE starts to

dance DIFFERENTLY. MATTIEL

notices, digs it, and follows

suit.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE

WHITE-ON-WHITE OUTDOOR

PRACTICE STAGE - LATE

AFTERNOON:

MATTIEL is on her stage

delivering the last lines.

This time, the BODYSUIT

FIGURES (each holding one

of the LARGE HANDS) and a few

of the WORKERS are there with

her.

MATTIEL

Don’t pay me any mind

INT. ARGOS CONCRETE GREEN

CONTROL ROOM - DUSK:

MATTIEL delivers the last

line into the BEIGE PHONE.

MATTIEL

I’ve wasted all my time

MATTIEL hangs up the BEIGE

PHONE, then grabs her DUFFLE

BAG.

[3:44 - last note fades with reverb

exactly when the phone is back on the

receiver]
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EXT. ARGOS CONCRETE LOT -

DUSK:

Back in her STREET CLOTHES,

MATTIEL walks out into the

lot, where the CAR is already

waiting. She tosses the

DUFFEL bag into the TRUNK

while the DRIVER gets out and

into the BACK SEAT.

She hops into the DRIVERS

SEAT. She buckles herself and

starts the ENGINE. She looks

to the BAND MEMBER in the

FRONT PASSENGER SEAT and to

those in the BACK SEAT.

MATTIEL

Thanks, guys.

MATTIEL adjusts the REARVIEW

MIRROR, shifts the CAR into

gear, then drives off.


